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I. Comparative Summary

This report includes surveys of the laws of twenty-one European jurisdictions concerning the legality of religious slaughter. All European countries that do not allow kosher or halal slaughter of animals are included; some but not all countries that permit such slaughter subject to regulation are also included.

The Council of Europe’s Convention for the Protection of Animals for Slaughter and the European Union’s Council Regulation 1099/2009 provide that animals should be stunned before they are slaughtered. Both also provide that Member States may allow derogations from the stunning requirement to allow for ritual slaughter.

Jewish and Islamic methods of slaughter developed over centuries, partly to provide for a method of killing that minimized the animal’s suffering. Legislation requiring stunning prior to slaughter began to be adopted in parts of Europe in the late nineteenth century. In 1933, Adolf Hitler, shortly after becoming chancellor, banned the slaughter of animals in Germany without prior stunning, which led to an anguished rabbinic debate on whether observant Jews could eat meat slaughtered with prior stunning under these circumstances. The rabbis reached a general consensus that prior stunning was unacceptable even under the extreme situation of Nazi Germany. Since then, virtually no rabbinic authorities have found that stunning prior to slaughter is consistent with Jewish doctrine. Under Islamic law, some authorities reject all


3 European Convention for the Protection of Animals for Slaughter art. 17; Council Regulation 1099/2009, art. 4(4). Of the countries surveyed in this report, all but one, Switzerland, is a member of the EU or the European Economic Area and therefore governed by the EU regulation. All of the countries surveyed are members of the Council of Europe, and while not all of them have ratified the Convention for the Protection of Animals for Slaughter, Switzerland has. Chart of Signatures and Ratifications of Treaty 102, COUNCIL OF EUROPE TREATY OFFICE (as of Mar. 23, 2018), https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/102/signatures?p_auth=iYYl0z5h, archived at https://perma.cc/HFQ4-VGHZ.

4 See, e.g., MOSES MAIMONIDES, THE GUIDE FOR THE PERPLEXED bk. III ch. XLVIII (M. Friedländer trans., 1904) (“the Law enjoins that the death of the animal should be the easiest. It is not allowed to torment the animal . . . .”), http://www.sacred-texts.com/jud/gfp/gfp184.htm#page_372, archived at https://perma.cc/Z7TF-AP4H.


forms of stunning prior to slaughter, while other authorities accept certain types of
prior stunning.\textsuperscript{7}

Given the sincerely-held religious beliefs of observant Jews and many Muslims, requiring
stunning before slaughter clearly implicates international human rights law on freedom of
religion, including the European Convention on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{8}

Several European countries do not allow derogations from the general requirement of prior
stunning. These include Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Denmark, and Slovenia. Switzerland and
Lichtenstein require prior stunning except for poultry. Finland requires concurrent sedation;
legislation is pending that would require prior stunning. At the subnational level, two of the
three regions of Belgium have recently enacted laws requiring prior stunning, which will become
effective in 2019 unless overturned by litigation pending in Belgium’s constitutional court.

Some countries mandate post-cut stunning, including Austria, Estonia, Greece, and Latvia.

Other European countries permit derogations from the general requirements to allow for
religious slaughter. The cases of Cyprus, France, Germany, Luxembourg, and Spain illustrate
different forms that regulation of ritual slaughter may take, while Poland, where religious
slaughter is currently legal, offers an interesting history concerning the legality of
religious slaughter.

II. Country Surveys

Austria

Austria generally prohibits the killing of animals without stunning.\textsuperscript{9} A no-stunning permit for
ritual slaughter may be obtained if killing without stunning is necessary according to mandatory
religious instructions or prohibitions of a recognized religious denomination.\textsuperscript{10} The ritual

\textsuperscript{7} HALUK ANIL ET AL., DIALREL REPORT: RELIGIOUS RULES AND REQUIREMENTS—HALAL SLAUGHTER 3 (2010),

\textsuperscript{8} Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms art. 9, Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S.
Lerner & Alfredo Mordechai Rabello, The Prohibition of Ritual Slaughtering (Kosher Shechita and Halal) and
org/Bioetica sociale/multiculturalismo/Lerner Rabello Macellazione.htm, archived at https://perma.cc/UPQ7-3ZGH.

\textsuperscript{9} Bundesgesetz über den Schutz der Tiere [Tierschutzgesetz – TSchG] [Federal Act on the Protection of Animals
https://www.ris.
bka.gv.at/Dokumente/ErV/ERV_2004_1_118/ERV_2004_1_118.pdf, archived at
http://perma.cc/ZPS3-VXC2;
Tierschutz-Schlachtverordnung [Animal Protection Slaughter Regulation], BGBl. II No. 312/2015, § 11 in
connection with Annex A, https://www.ris.bka.gv.at/GeltendeFassung/Bundesnormen/20009315/Tierschutz-
Schlachtverordnung, Fassung vom 27.02.2018.pdf, archived at http://perma.cc/3ZR2-TX3P.

\textsuperscript{10} Animal Protection Act § 32, para. 3, sentence 2 & para. 5.
slaughter must take place in slaughterhouses specially established and authorized by the authorities for this purpose. In addition, the permit will only be granted if

- the ritual slaughter is performed by persons possessing the necessary knowledge and skills;
- the ritual slaughter is performed exclusively in the presence of a veterinarian in charge of slaughtering and meat inspection;
- equipment is available to ensure that the animals intended for ritual slaughter can be brought into the position required for slaughtering as quickly as possible;
- the slaughter is performed in a way that the large blood vessels in the throat area are opened with one single cut;
- the animals are effectively stunned immediately after opening of the blood vessels (post-cut stunning);
- the stunning becomes effective immediately after the cut is performed; and
- the animals intended for ritual slaughter are not brought into the required position before the anesthetist is ready to perform the stunning.

Belgium

Religious slaughter is not prohibited at the federal level, but two of Belgium’s three regions have recently adopted legislation to prohibit the practice. The Parliament of Wallonia issued a decree on May 18, 2017, requiring that animals be stunned before slaughter regardless of whether religious rules allow it. This prohibition on religious slaughter is to take effect on August 31, 2019. The Flemish Parliament adopted a similar measure on June 28, 2017, which is to take effect on January 1, 2019. Violation of these prohibitions will be punishable by fines of between €52 and €2,000 (approximately US$64 and $2,463). The Brussels-Capital region, however, does not appear to have yet adopted any similar prohibition. Both the Walloon decree and the Flemish decree have been challenged before the Belgian Constitutional Court as possible

11 Id. § 32, para. 4.
12 Id. § 32, para. 5.
14 Id. art. 4.
violations of religious freedom. It is unclear when the Constitutional Court is expected to render its decision.

Cyprus

Cyprus generally requires animals to be stunned before slaughter, but an exception is allowed in the case of animals subject to religious methods of slaughter. Cypriot regulations require an application by a competent religious authority to the Cyprus Veterinary Services for a special derogation from the standard requirement. The Veterinary Services examines the application to determine if the religious authority applying for the derogation is competent to monitor and apply the ritual practice; if the derogation is granted, slaughter may be carried out in accordance with the religious practice.

Denmark

Denmark is a member of the European Union. It has a population of nearly 5.8 million, of which 6,000 are estimated to be Jews and 30,000 Muslims. Denmark introduced new animal welfare protections in relation to slaughter in 2014. At that time the slaughter of animals without prior sedation had reportedly not been performed in Denmark since 2004.

The slaughter of animals is regulated in Denmark’s Animal Protections Act, which provides that animals must be slaughtered as quickly and as painlessly as possible. In addition, it

---


19 Id.


24 Id. § 13.
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provides that the Ministry of Environment and Food may issue further ordinances on how slaughter may be performed.\textsuperscript{25} In 2014 Denmark issued an ordinance that effectively banned kosher and nonsedated halal slaughter.\textsuperscript{26} The ordinance allows for religious slaughter, but requires religious slaughter to be preceded by sedation of the animal.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, there is no exception to the rule that animals must be sedated prior to slaughter.

The Guidelines to the Ordinance on Slaughter and Killing of Animals prescribes that only the following methods of sedation are acceptable under Danish law: mechanical (bolt pistol, shotgun, breaking the animals neck, or by blow to the head), electrical, or gas.\textsuperscript{28}

Only poultry, cattle, sheep, and goats may be slaughtered through “religious slaughter.”\textsuperscript{29} These animals must be sedated with a “nonpenetrating bolt tool.”\textsuperscript{30} If that form of sedation is not effective, the animal must immediately be sedated with the use of a “penetrating bolt” or by the use of “electricity.”\textsuperscript{31} The animal must be fixated prior to performing the sedating act (for cattle, this means in a box).\textsuperscript{32} In addition, the animal must be at least eight months old, or twenty-four months old for bulls.\textsuperscript{33}

Danish law allows for the import of kosher and halal meat that has been slaughtered without prior sedation. In addition, halal slaughter is performed in Denmark by Muslims who provide sedation prior to slaughter.\textsuperscript{34} According to Danish Veterinary and Food Administration reports, Danish slaughtered halal meat is exported to the Middle East.\textsuperscript{35} Slaughterhouses that wish to perform religious slaughter (in effect, halal slaughter) must notify the Danish Veterinary and

\textsuperscript{25} Id.

\textsuperscript{26} BEKENDTGØRELSE OM SLAGTNING OG AFLIVNING AF DYR [ORDINANCE ON SLAUGHTER AND KILLING OF ANIMALS] (BEK nr 135 af 14/02/2014), https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=161815, archived at https://perma.cc/V5WA-J3WT. For further reading see Hofverberg, supra note 21.

\textsuperscript{27} § 9 BEKENDTGØRELSE OM SLAGTNING OG AFLIVNING AF DYR.


\textsuperscript{29} § 10 BEKENDTGØRELSE OM SLAGTNING OG AFLIVNING AF DYR.

\textsuperscript{30} Id.

\textsuperscript{31} Id. § 10(3).

\textsuperscript{32} Id. § 10(2).

\textsuperscript{33} Id. § 10(1).
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Food Administration (Fødevarestyrelsen) prior to initiating slaughter. There are no requirements that halal meat must be marked as halal.

There are currently no proposals pending in the Danish Parliament to allow for the slaughter of animals without prior sedation, or to allow for religious exemptions to the current rules.

Estonia

Estonia’s Animal Protection Law regulates the slaughter of animals for religious purposes. According to observers, Estonian policies on religious slaughter are the strictest among the European Union Member States. The original procedure, which required post-cut stunning, was introduced in 2001 when the Law was adopted. Under this Law, the religious community was required to inform government authorities about the forthcoming slaughter ten days in advance, and conduct the slaughter in presence of a government animal welfare inspector. A registered religious community was allowed to slaughter animals outside of a slaughterhouse if the community obtained a special slaughtering permit from the government agency in charge of veterinary and food control.

Pursuant to 2012 amendments to the Animal Protection Law to comply with the requirements of European Council Regulation (EC) No. 1099/2009, the pre-slaughter notification period has been extended to twenty days, and the government reserves the right to deny a religious community’s request to slaughter an animal if it determines that (1) the number of animals to be slaughtered according to the application is disproportionately high, given the needs of the members of the religious association, and (2) slaughter is not justified by the needs of the requesting religious community. An implementing regulation issued by the Ministry of Agriculture allows religious slaughter without pre-stunning; however, special procedures established by the regulation must be met.

---

36 § 12 BEKENDTGØRELSE OM SLAGTNING OG AFLIVNING AF DYR.

37 Labeling is regulated on the EU level and labeling of halal meat is not required. Denmark does not have any additional requirements. See Information vedrørende mærkning af slagtemetoder, FØDEVARESTYRELSEN, supra note 35.

38 See FOLKETINGET [DANISH PARLIAMENT], http://ft.dk (last visited Mar. 22, 2018), archived at https://perma.cc/DK5L-TAHG.


41 RINGO RINGVEE, ANNOTATED LEGAL DOCUMENTS ON ISLAM IN EUROPE: ESTONIA 93 (Brill, 2015).

42 Animal Protection Act § 17(7).

Finland

Finland is a member of the European Union and thus bound by EC Regulation 1109/2012 on the protection of animals during slaughter. It has a population of approximately 5.5 million, of which an estimated 1,500 are Jews and 65,000 are Muslims.44

The slaughter of animals is regulated in the Finnish Animal Protections Act,45 which provides that animals must be sedated prior to slaughter.46 However, the Act allows an exception for religiously slaughtered animals that are sedated simultaneously with the start of bloodletting.47 This exemption was also in force in the earlier Animal Welfare Regulation.48 It still requires that sedation (via bolt pistol or electricity) be applied simultaneously with the fatal cut.49

In practice halal slaughter is only performed with prior sedation.50 No kosher slaughter is performed, as kosher slaughter cannot be performed with concurrent sedation. In addition, Finnish law requires that religiously slaughtered animals only be slaughtered in slaughter houses with a veterinarian present.51

Violations of the slaughter rules in the Animal Welfare Act are punishable with a fine or no more than two years of imprisonment.52

---

47 Id. 33b § (emphasis by author).
51 33b § DJURSKYDDSLAGEN.
The sedation method accepted under Finnish law depends on what animal is to be slaughtered, as provided for in EC Regulation No. 1099/2009. Poultry and sheep may be sedated using electricity, while cattle may only be slaughtered using a penetrating bolt pistol.53

Finnish law allows for the import of kosher and halal meat that has been slaughtered without prior sedation,54 even though kosher slaughter is not allowed in Finland. There are no restrictions in Finnish law on the export of halal meat.

Finland is currently updating its Animal Welfare Act and proposing to limit the religious slaughter exception to require that all animals be sedated prior to being slaughtered.55 If passed, the new rules would enter into force in 2020.56

France

France generally requires that animals be stunned before being slaughtered, but provides an exception for religious slaughter.57 This exception is subject to prior government authorization, for which the slaughterhouse must show that it has equipment and procedures in place to meet hygiene requirements, and that it is requesting the exception to meet commercial orders that require it.58 There are no restrictions on export; meat from animals slaughtered according to religious rites account for approximately a third of total French meat exports.59

56 Utkast Regeringens proposition, supra note 55.
58 Id.
Germany

German law generally prohibits the killing of warm-blooded animals without stunning. However, as an exception, a no-stunning permit may be granted if the following two requirements are met: (1) the applicant is a member of a group of persons who are united by a common religious conviction that has mandatory rules requiring slaughter without stunning (ritual slaughter) or prohibiting the consumption of animal meat not slaughtered in this way; and (2) slaughter without stunning is necessary to meet the needs of the members of that local religious community within Germany. “Necessary” means that a permit will not be granted if there are other ways that meet the needs of that specific local religious community—for example, electrical head-only stunning (electronarcosis) instead of slaughter without stunning. However, a general denial of a permit because of the possibility of electronarcosis is not allowed; religious freedom and animal protection have to be balanced on a case-by-case basis.

The application for a permit must be filed with the competent state authority. In addition, the permit will only be granted if the applicant possesses the necessary level of competence involved in slaughtering animals as evidenced by a certificate of competence.

The export of animals that were killed without stunning is prohibited. The law makes this clear by stating that a no-stunning permit will only be granted to meet the needs of religious communities “within the scope of application of this act [the Animal Welfare Act]” (im Geltungsbereich dieses Gesetzes), meaning within Germany.

Greece

Greece permits some forms of religious slaughter, but a new regulation requires post-cut stunning. A 2017 Joint Ministerial Decision implementing EU Council Regulation 1099/2009 provides that religious slaughter may occur without prior stunning; such slaughter must occur in

---


61 Id. § 4a, para. 2, no. 2.


64 Animal Welfare Act § 4a, para. 2, no. 2.


66 Animal Welfare Act § 4a, para. 2, no. 2.
a slaughterhouse and animals must be properly restrained, as the EU regulation requires.\textsuperscript{67} Greece imposes conditions beyond the requirements of Regulation 1099/2009 by requiring stunning immediately after cutting (for animals other than poultry), forbidding restraint of ruminants by inversion or other abnormal position, and requiring a suitably sharpened knife of appropriate size and a readily available spare knife.\textsuperscript{68}

**Iceland**

Iceland is a small country in the northern part of Europe with approximately 350,000 inhabitants, of which one hundred are estimated to be Jews and 1,500 to be Muslims.\textsuperscript{69} Reportedly, a Jewish Chabad congregation with its own rabbi is set to open in Iceland in 2018.\textsuperscript{70} Religious freedoms are protected in the Icelandic Constitution.\textsuperscript{71}

Although Iceland is not a member of the European Union, it is a member of the European Economic Area (EEA); thus, the provisions on the protection of animals at the time of slaughter of Regulation (EC) No. 1099/2009 apply to Iceland.\textsuperscript{72}

The slaughter of animals in Iceland is regulated by the Act on Animal Welfare,\textsuperscript{73} which provides that animals must be sedated prior to slaughter.\textsuperscript{74} There are no religious exceptions.\textsuperscript{75} Slaughter is further regulated in the Regulation on the Protection of Animals During Slaughter.\textsuperscript{76}


\textsuperscript{68} Id. art. 3.


The sedation method accepted under law depends on what animal is to be slaughtered.\textsuperscript{77} Electric rods are only to be used if the primary sedation method is unavailable.\textsuperscript{78}

Icelandic law allows for the import of kosher and halal meat that has been slaughtered without prior sedation. In addition, halal slaughter is performed in Iceland by Muslims who allow for sedation prior to slaughter.\textsuperscript{79} Halal meat produced in Iceland is certified by the Muslim Association of Iceland.\textsuperscript{80} There are no export prohibitions on halal meat, but all meat must be slaughtered in conformance with Icelandic law. There are no legal requirements that halal meat be marked as halal.

There are no pending proposals (\textit{lagafrumvörp}) in the Icelandic Parliament (Althingi) to allow for religious slaughter without prior sedation.\textsuperscript{81}

\textbf{Latvia}

According to a Latvian legal scholar, until 2009 the slaughter without stunning of animals kept for farming purposes was prohibited. In 2009, Parliament passed amendments to the Animal Protection Law allowing the slaughter of animals kept for farming purposes using stunning after slaughter. Such slaughter must be performed in a slaughterhouse in accordance with the traditional methods for meat production of religious communities and the regulatory enactments regarding welfare requirements for the protection of animals . . . . These amendments were clearly intended to allow Latvian meat producers to access markets demanding halal and kosher food. Regulations of the Cabinet of Ministers provide technical requirements on the slaughter of animals using stunning after slaughter.\textsuperscript{82}

\textsuperscript{74} Id. art. 21.
\textsuperscript{75} See \textit{id}.
\textsuperscript{76} Reglugerð um vernd dýra við aflífun, \textit{supra} note 72; Reglugerð um (1.) breytingu á reglugerð nr. 911/2012 um velferð dýra við aflífun [Regulation on the Amendment of Regulation No. 011/2012 on the Protection of Animals During Slaughter], \url{https://www.reglugerd.is/reglugerdir/efrir-raduneytum/atvinnuvega--og-nyskopunarraduneyti/nr/20211}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/Q4AP-275V}.
\textsuperscript{77} 21 gr. LÓG UM VELFERD DÝRA.
\textsuperscript{78} Reglugerð um vernd dýra við aflífun, \textit{supra} note 72, art. 2.
\textsuperscript{79} See \textit{Halal Certification}, \textsc{Icelandic Delicatessen}, \url{http://www.icelandic-delicatessen.com/halal-certification.html} (last visited Feb. 28, 2018), archived at \url{https://perma.cc/MVW7-QQZ3}.
\textsuperscript{80} Id.
\textsuperscript{81} For a list of pending proposals see \textit{Lagafrumvörp}, \textsc{Althingi}, \url{https://www.althingi.is/thingstorf/thingmalalistar-efrir-thingum/lagafrumvorp/}, archived at \url{https://perma.cc/8FZG-95CT}.
\textsuperscript{82} \textsc{Edvins Danovskis}, \textsc{Annotated Legal Documents on Islam in Europe: Latvia} 69 (Brill, 2017).
Liechtenstein

Liechtenstein generally prohibits the killing of vertebrate animals without stunning.83 However, ritual slaughter of poultry may be performed without stunning.84 Anyone who intentionally violates the provisions on animal slaughter is liable to a fine of up to CHF20,000 (around US$21,371).85 If the violation was negligent, the fine will be up to CHF10,000 (around US$10,690).86

Lithuania

Lithuania’s Law on Welfare and Protection of Animals states that the ritual slaughter of animals should be performed in slaughterhouses only in accordance with requirements established by law.87 The Law did not provide for any opportunity to kill an animal in any other manner than stunning until 2014, when because of the economic situation in the region and the necessity of finding new markets for Lithuanian beef, especially in the Arab countries, the Lithuanian Parliament amended the Law on Welfare and Protection of Animals to legalize the ritual slaughter of animals effective January 1, 2015.88 Only government-licensed companies are allowed to conduct ritual slaughter of animals for religious purposes and such slaughter must be performed in a slaughterhouse.89

Luxembourg

Luxembourg has required since at least 1995 that animals be stunned prior to being slaughtered,90 and previously did not provide any exception for religious slaughter. The 1995

84 Animal Welfare Regulation art. 185, para. 4.
85 Animal Welfare Act art. 36, para. 1(o).
86 Id. art. 36, para. 2.
89 Dalia Vitkauskaite-Meurice, Annotated Legal Documents on Islam in Europe: Lithuania 120 (Brill, 2017).
regulation has since been repealed and replaced by one that transposes European Union Regulation (EC) No. 1099/2009 of 24 September 2009 on the protection of animals at the time of killing into Luxembourger law. Under this new regulation, there now is an exception for religious slaughter, subject to authorization by the government upon written request on the part of the religious authority.

Netherlands

Until recently, Dutch law made an exception for killing animals without stunning for ritual slaughter and also allowed the export of such meat. However, in July of 2017, the Dutch government, representatives of slaughterhouses, and Muslim and Jewish faith leaders concluded an addendum to their original agreement, which established rules for ritual slaughter. The addendum states that ritual slaughter is only allowed insofar as it is “necessary to meet the actual needs of the local religious community in the Netherlands,” thereby effectively banning the export of such meat. The stricter rules apply from January 1, 2018, onwards.

Norway

Norway has a population of almost 5.3 million, of which an estimated 1,200 are Jews and an estimated 30,000 are Muslims. Norway is a member of the European Economic Area. It has...
thus transposed European Union Regulation (EC) No. 1099/2009 on protecting animals at the time of slaughter into its domestic legislation.99

Slaughter of animals is regulated in the Norwegian Animal Welfare Act.100 It provides that animals must be sedated prior to slaughter, specifically noting that sedation is also required for religiously slaughtered animals.101

The sedation method accepted under law depends on what animal is to be slaughtered.102 Poultry and sheep may be sedated using electricity, a nonpenetrating bolt, or a penetrating bolt.103 Cattle may only be slaughtered using a penetrating bolt pistol.104 There are no additional requirements for religiously slaughtered animals.105

Norwegian law allows for the import of kosher and halal meat that has been slaughtered without prior sedation. In addition, halal slaughter is performed in Norway by Muslims who allow for sedation prior to slaughter.106 Halal meat slaughtered in Norway may be exported, provided the slaughter is performed in accordance with Norwegian law.107 Halal-marked food must meet the same labeling requirements as other food products, including not being misleading to consumers as to the content and origin of the product.108

There are no pending proposals in the Norwegian Parliament to allow for religious slaughter without prior sedation.109

101 § 12 st 2 LOV OM DYREVELFERD; § 9 Forskrift om avliving av dyr.
102 Vedlegg i liste over bedøvninsmetoder og tillhørende spesifikasjoner [Addendum with Sedation Methods and Additional Specifications], in Forskrift om avliving av dyr, supra note 99.
103 Id.
104 Id.
105 See LOV OM DYREVELFERD; Forskrift om avliving av dyr (including vedlegg), supra note 99.
Poland

The slaughter of animals without stunning has at times been prohibited in Poland, but at present it is permitted. A provision of the Animal Protection Act that allowed for religious exceptions to pre-slaughter stunning, the only accepted method of animal killing, was repealed in 2002. Nonetheless, the Jewish community has been allowed to continue slaughtering animals for religious purposes pursuant to the 1997 Act on the Relationship between the State and Jewish Religious Communities in the Republic of Poland. Followers of Islam, however, had not been legally permitted to conduct ritual slaughter without stunning the animal. An attempt to correct this situation was initiated by the Minister of Agriculture in 2004 when he issued a decree allowing for an exception to the requirement to stun an animal prior to slaughter in the case of animals slaughtered according to the religious traditions of registered religious communities. This decision was overturned by a 2012 decision by the Constitutional Tribunal of Poland, made effective January 1, 2013, which said that a government minister does not have the authority to amend the laws. However, in December 2014, in another decision, the Constitutional Tribunal ruled that insofar as the Animal Protection Act does not allow an exception to permit religious forms of slaughter, it is inconsistent with freedom of religion provisions of the Polish Constitution and the European Convention on Human Rights, and therefore ritual slaughter must be permitted.

Recent news reports have indicated that pending legislation to revise the animal welfare law could impose restrictions on kosher slaughter and block the export of kosher meat from Poland. The extent to which the legislation would in fact affect religious slaughter is unclear.


112 PAWEL BORECKI, ANNOTATED LEGAL DOCUMENTS ON ISLAM IN EUROPE: POLAND 110 (Brill, 2014).

113 Id. at 11.


Slovenia

Slovenia’s Animal Welfare Act\(^\text{117}\) was amended in 2012 to add provisions banning all ritual slaughter of animals.\(^\text{118}\)

Spain

Under Law 32/2007 on the Care, Exploitation, Transportation and Sacrifice of Animals,\(^\text{119}\) Spain allows religious slaughter without previous stunning in approved slaughterhouses, provided that such procedure does not violate fundamental rights, public safety, health, and morality protected by law.\(^\text{120}\) The religious community or slaughterhouse must notify the competent authority that religious slaughter will be carried out or seek the pertinent permission.\(^\text{121}\) Religious slaughter must be carried out under the supervision and instructions of an official veterinarian.\(^\text{122}\)

Royal Decree 37/2014 Regulating Aspects Related to the Protection of Animals to Be Slaughtered\(^\text{123}\) implements Law 32/2007 and provides for specific licensing, training, and certification requirements for slaughterhouses and veterinarians carrying out the slaughter of animals.\(^\text{124}\) It provides for the requirement of a license certifying their competence, to guarantee that the persons in charge of carrying out the slaughter have the necessary ability and experience.\(^\text{125}\)

---


\(^{118}\) Slovenia to Ban Ritual Slaughter, STA (Sept. 27, 2012), [https://english.sta.si/1804329/slovenia-to-ban-ritual-slaughter](https://english.sta.si/1804329/slovenia-to-ban-ritual-slaughter).


\(^{120}\) Id. art. 6.3, para 1.

\(^{121}\) Id. art. 6.3, para. 3.

\(^{122}\) Id. art. 6.3, para. 2.


\(^{124}\) Id. arts. 3 & 4.

\(^{125}\) Id.
Violations of the Law and its Regulation are subject to fines of €601 to €6,000 (approximately US$740 to $7,384). Additionally, violators may be subject to the suspension of activities and/or closing of the slaughterhouse.

No restrictions on the export of kosher or halal meat were identified.

**Sweden**

Sweden has a population of approximately 10.1 million people. Statistics Sweden (the national statistics bureau) does not provide statistics for religious affiliation or ethnic background, but others have estimated that there are 18,000 Jews and 810,000 Muslims living in Sweden. Sweden banned slaughter without prior sedation in 1937.

The slaughter of animals is regulated by Sweden’s Animal Protections Act, which provides that animals must be sedated prior to slaughter. There is no exception for religious slaughter.

The sedation method accepted under law depends on what animal is to be slaughtered. Poultry and sheep may be sedated using electricity. Cattle may only be slaughtered using a penetrating method.
There are no additional requirements for religiously slaughtered animals compared with non-religiously slaughtered animals.\footnote{Id.}

Swedish law allows for the import of kosher and halal meat that has been slaughtered without prior sedation. In addition, halal slaughter is performed in Sweden by Shafi and Hanifi Muslims who allow for sedation prior to slaughter.\footnote{See DJURSKYDDSLAGEN; Statens jordbruksverks föreskrifter och allmänna råd om slakt och annan avlivning av djur (SVFS 2012:27). For more information on religious slaughter in Sweden see Religös slakt, JORDBRUKSVERKET (Feb. 13, 2018), http://www.jordbruksverket.se/chainomraden/djur/djurskydd/slaktochannanavlivning/religiosslakt.4.37cbf7b71fa9ddd7a18000220.html, archived at https://perma.cc/EQ5Z-SZXS.} Halal meat, like all other meat slaughtered in Sweden, may be exported, provided the slaughter is performed in accordance with Swedish law. There are no requirements that halal meat be marked as halal.\footnote{Id.}

There are no pending proposals (motioner) in the Swedish Parliament to allow for unsedated religious slaughter. The anti-immigration Sverigedemokraterna (Swedish Democrats) party has put forward a proposal that would require labeling of imported meat from animals slaughtered without prior sedation, specifically referring to a ban on kosher and halal products.\footnote{See Halalstandard för muslimer i Sverige, HALALCERTIFIERING (2013), http://www.halalcertifiering.se/halal_standard.pdf, archived at https://perma.cc/SKH2-RGFN; see also Religiös slakt, JORDBRUKSVERKET, supra note 137.} Both the Jewish congregation in Stockholm and Muslim representatives are actively lobbying the Swedish Parliament to allow for slaughter in accordance with kosher and halal practices, i.e., without prior sedation of the animal.\footnote{See Religiös slakt, JORDBRUKSVERKET, supra note 137; Regler om livsmedelsinformation och märkning, LIVSMEDELSVERKET (Feb. 28, 2018), https://www.livsmedelsverket.se/produktion-handel-kontroll/livsmedelsinformation-markning-och-pastaenden/regler-om-livsmedelsinformation-och-markning, archived at https://perma.cc/492A-RJEW.}

Switzerland

Switzerland generally prohibits the killing of vertebrate animals without stunning. However, ritual slaughter of poultry may be performed without stunning. Anyone who intentionally violates the provisions on animal slaughter is liable to a fine of up to CHF 20,000 (around US$ 21,371).


145 Animal Welfare Regulation art. 185, para. 4.

146 Animal Welfare Act art. 28, para. 1(f).